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Brand new LDN research findings to be presented
at Glasgow Conference.
In a World exclusive, American LDN expert Dr Jarred Younger is to reveal the results of his new
LDN trial in the treatment for Fibromyalgia at the Glasgow LDN Conference on 24th April 2010. Dr
Younger says �I�ll be presenting the news even before my own lab knows the results. I am still
conducting the analysis � so the results will be hot off the press.�
Dr Younger will present his findings via video with a live phone link so that questions can be taken.
Dr Younger has intimated that �The conference will not be disappointed � the results will be worth
waiting for and are sure to provoke a great deal of discourse and debate within the field.�

Organiser of the LDN Conference, Glasgow GP Dr Tom Gilhooly is at the forefront of new
treatments for conditions like Fibromyalgia and Multiple Sclerosis. He comments �We�re very
excited to be involved in releasing new LDN trial results. We are actively involved in developing a
trial into the use of LDN in MS. In Scotland we have the highest rate of Multiple Sclerosis in the
world � and has more to gain than any other country from new research like this.�

The LDN Conference can also announce that author Dr Bill Code will be flying over from Canada to
attend the conference. Dr. Code's book, �Winning the Pain Game� is now available in eBook
format. Dr. Code was diagnosed with progressive Multiple Sclerosis, and during his search for
natural treatments the debilitation deteriorated and he was plagued with the kind of chronic pain so
many MS sufferers will recognise. His poignant story has been shortened for ease of reading and
documents his journey back to health.

Dr Chris Steele from ITV�s This Morning is also planning to attend. Dr. Steele comments �It
promises to be an important conference for people suffering from MS and fibromyalgia, and I
anticipate wide interest from the medical community.�

ENDS

Notes for Newsdesk

Taking place in Glasgow on 24th April, 2010 at the Thistle Hotel in Cambridge Street, The 2010
European LDN conference is again organised by Dr Tom Gilhooly of the Essential Health Clinic in
Glasgow with support from Linda Elsegood and the LDN Research Trust.

The conference website www.bigonldn2010.com contains the agenda, registration form, venue
details plus more information, news and videos on LDN. BIG ON Glasgow will film and post the
conference online. The website also offers the opportunity to join BIG ON LDN forums.

For more information contact Ramsay McLellan on 08700 53 6000 or email
ramsay@essentialhealthclinic.com Visit www.essentialhealthclinic.com
Glasgow GP Dr Tom Gilhooly, an Omega−3 expert, has been at the forefront of research into the
relationship between nutrition and a number of common medical conditions, including mental health
issues. At his Glasgow Practice, The Essential Health Clinic, Gilhooly treats people suffering from
MS, Crohn�s disease and other hard−to−treat conditions with Omega−3, with impressive results.
Visit www.essentialhealthclinic.com
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